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Laszlo Kindrat

Laszlo Kindrat is currently in the role of Machine Learning Engineer at XMOS in Hampton, NH. He has aided the design of the XS3 architecture's vector unit and plays a key role in developing inference tools for the xCORE-AI platform. Laszlo also has experience with traditional and machine learning algorithm development. He holds a PhD in applied mathematics from the University of New Hampshire.
XCORE.AI CHIP ARCHITECTURE
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XCORE.AI VECTOR UNIT

- 256 bit vector registers, single cycle memory access
- Native support for int8/16/32 and binarized modes
- Most instructions perform load + arithmetic operation
- Scalar instructions (e.g. pointer math) can be dual issued
- Long uninterrupted sequence of VLMACC(R) ops yield high arithmetic density

VLMACCR: Vector Load and MACC reduce
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